FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Stoneridge to Showcase Smart Tachograph Technology at CV Show 2019
DUNDEE, UK – March 21, 2019 – Stoneridge Inc. (NYSE: SRI), a leader in highly engineered
electrical and electronic components for the commercial vehicle and automotive industry,
announced it will participate in the Commercial Vehicle (CV) Show 2019 in Birmingham, UK,
where it will showcase its new 1C smart tachograph solution, developed to keep commercial
vehicle drivers compliant, efficient and ahead of the competition.
On stand 4G102, Stoneridge will exhibit a range of new products to aid drivers, fleet managers
and workshops. From the new smart tachograph, SE5000 Connekt, to the driver card
infringement reducing product, D-ignition, Stoneridge offers everything you need for
compliance. Alongside legislative products, the Company will exhibit the CornerEye® camera
solution, designed to reduce blind-spots and increase visibility.
Fleets and drivers will have the chance to find out more about the new Annex 1C smart
tachograph legislation, coming in June 2019, and Stoneridge’s SE5000 Connekt, which includes
advanced features such as a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) module that records the
vehicle’s location at the start and the end of a journey, together with updates every three hours
of drive time, and Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) to communicate remotely with
roadside inspection officers, without the vehicle having to be stopped.*
Additional stand highlights include:
• digiDL, a time-saving remote download technology enabling operators to remotely
download vehicle and driver data using GPRS technology, no matter where they are in
the world
• OPTAC3, the comprehensive, efficient tachograph analysis software
• Stoneridge apps for downloading tachograph data, viewing hours and – new for 2019 –
advising drivers when they have infringements
• 1C workshop products; Optimo2 wireless workshop tachograph tool, new 1C DSRC and
GNSS testers.
To learn more, visit Stoneridge on Stand 4G102 at the CV Show 2019 in Birmingham on 30 April
– 2 May 2019.
*No personal data is transferred remotely to enforcement officers

About Stoneridge, Inc.

Stoneridge, Inc., is a global designer and manufacturer of highly engineered electrical and
electronic mobility solutions. Stoneridge provides OEM and aftermarket components and
systems that are focused on safety and security, emissions, efficiency and intelligence for the
automotive, commercial vehicle, motorcycle, agricultural and off-highway vehicle markets. Learn
more at Stoneridge.com.
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